Huttoft Primary and Nursery School (Academy)
Church Lane
Huttoft, Nr. Alford
Lincolnshire LN13 9RE
Tel: (01507) 490284
E-mail: office@huttoft.lincs.sch.uk

Headteacher: Mr D Davey

Company No: 08177181

Risk Assessment
No:
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Severity
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Relevant legislation
This list is not exhaustive

Task:

Role: Headteacher

Name: Damian Davey

Very Likely
Likely
Probable
Possible
Very Unlikely

2

Fatality
Major Injury
Medical Injury
Minor Injury
No Injury

Risk Factor = Probability x Severity
Low Risk = 1 to 6
Medium = 7 to 11
High = 12 +

Coronavirus – COVID-19

Designated person

Date:

21st August 2020

The following guidelines should be applied to risk factors after control measures
have been applied:
Risk factor after control measures: 1 – 6
OK to proceed
Risk factor after control measures: 7 – 11
Further control measures should be applied. Seek further advice if unsure.
Risk factor after control measures: 12+
Unacceptable – Do not proceed

Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (as amended)
Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992 (as amended)
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)

Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 Lifting
Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 Personal
Protective Equipment Regulations 1992
Workplace (Health, Safety, Welfare) Regulations 1992 (as amended)

This risk assessment accurately defines the work, identifies Health and Safety risks and the appropriate controls required. This risk assessment will be taken as approved by the Company
unless the author is advised to the contrary before work commences and in any event a period not exceeding 7 days from receipt.

This risk assessment must be communicated to all personnel concerned. Signatures confirming receipt and understanding of information are required.

Or failing to report
feeling unwell and
attending school.

Infecting people who are
in close vicinity. Persons
contracting COVID-19

Risk Factor Before Control:
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Severity










Employees who experience symptoms of
continuous coughing and a high temperature
(37.8 degrees centigrade or higher) or loss to their
taste or sense of smell are advised to stay at home,
self-isolate and follow NHS current advice.
Staff are invited to undertake personal
temperature check on arrival.
Current advice can be found on
www.nhs.uk/coronavirus and
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronaviruscovid-19/ including where a person becomes ill at
work.
All other employees undertaking thorough
personal hygiene and cough etiquette.
Staff advised to wash work clothes after each
working day where possible.
Staff showing/developing symptoms during the
working day are to make the Headteacher aware,
social distance, ensure children are supervised by
others and go home and follow NHS guidance.
http://www.nhs.uk/coronavirus
The staff member is not to return to school until
they have been tested for Covid19 through a local
NHS testing centre. The results must be evidenced
to the school and test and trace protocols must be
adhered to.
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronaviruscovid-19/testing-and-tracing/
Any confirmed cases of Covid19 should be
communicated to the designated person
immediately and the rest of their class or group,
including staff within the class or group should be
sent home and advised to self-isolate for 14 days.
During this 14-day period, staff and children must
follow NHS guidance.
If tested positive without symptoms but then
symptoms develop during the 10 day isolation
period the isolation period should start again.
Other members of their household need to isolate
for 14 days from the time the person started

Risk Factor After Control:
5
Probability

Employees
attending/inattendance at school
showing symptoms
of COVID-19

Risk:
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showing symptoms.
In the case of those failing to report feeling unwell
and attending school:
Staff are aware of the importance of following
national guidance, and to stay home and selfisolate.
Staff to follow the Academy guidance on reporting
sickness due to suspected/confirmed COVID-19.
School to report confirmed cases of COVID-19 to
the Headteacher who is to assess if a RIDDOR
report is required (See HSA Reporting of COVID19 for guidance).
Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review




Infecting people who are in
close vicinity. Persons
contracting COVID-19
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Probability

Children attending/inattendance at school
showing symptoms of
Covid-19
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Parents are to be informed prior to return to
school that if their child is showing the following
symptoms: a new continuous coughing and a
high temperature (37.8 degrees centigrade or
higher), their child is to stay at home, self-isolate
and follow NHS current advice.
If tested positive without symptoms but then
symptoms develop during the 10 day isolation
period the isolation period should start again.
Other members of their household need to isolate
for 14 days from the time the person started
showing symptoms.
 Current advice can be found on
www.nhs.uk/coronavirus and
https://www.gov.uk/government/collection
s/coronavirus- covid-19-list-of-guidance.
 Children showing/developing symptoms during
the school day are to be taken to the
designated isolation area (intervention room)
and made comfortable whilst they await
collection by their guardian.

If they need to use the bathroom while waiting
to be collected they should use a separate
bathroom is possible which should be cleaned
and disinfected before being used by anyone
else.
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 Whilst awaiting the collection of a symptomatic
child, the supervising staff member should
monitor the child from a distance of more
than 2 metres, preferably through the vision
panel of a closed door/intervention room
window. If this is not possible, then the staff
member supervising the symptomatic child
will wear a face mask, a disposable apron and
disposable gloves. The guardian of the
symptomatic child should be contacted
immediately to collect their child. The parent
is to be advised to follow government/NHS
guidance
regarding
self-isolation.
http://www.nhs.uk/coronavirus
 The designated isolation area should be
sanitized by a member of staff immediately. A
notice of sanitisation should be left upon
completion.
 The child is not to return to school until they
been tested for Covid19 through a local NHS
testing centre. The school does not need to
see evidence of a negative test before
admitting child back into school.
 Any confirmed cases of Covid19 should be
communicated
to
the
Headteacher
immediately and the rest of their class or
group, including staff within the class or
group should be sent home and advised to
self-isolate for 14 days. During this 14-day
period, staff and children must follow NHS
guidance.
 The above guidance is to form part of a
translated return to school notice in order
that families understand the above
expectation.
 School is to report confirmed cases of COVID-19
to the Headteacher who in turn will assess if a
RIDDOR report is required (See HSA
Reporting of COVID-19 for guidance)
Further Control Measures:

Monitor and review.

Control Measures:

4
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Staffrooms, waiting
rooms, toilets, printing
facilities and other
circulation areas.

Infecting people who are in
close vicinity. Persons
contracting COVID-19

Probability

Severity

Visitors are asked not to attend site. (signage
at entrance). School staff will ensure that
visitors will comply with this by asking them
to complete a declaration form.
 Visitors are to be kept to a minimum, (essential
visitors/contractors only).
 All visitors/contractors to adhere to social
distancing measures.
 Contractors to attend before or after the school
day where possible.
 Contractors to communicate their job specific
Covid19 task the Headteacher before
commencing any works.
 All visitors/contractors to sanitise their hands
upon arrival/exit.
 All visitors are expected to wear a mask
 All visitors requested to undertake thorough
personal hygiene and cough etiquette whilst
on site.
 Any meetings that can happen virtually are to do
so to reduce number of visitors on site.
 No volunteer helpers to be in school during this
period
Further Control Measures:

Monitor and review.
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Control Measures:
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Staffroom:

Ensure no more than 3 staff to sit in the
staffrooms at any time

Staff are asked where possible to limit trips to the
staff room and when taking their rest breaks, take
them in the classroom. If they wish to have their
lunch in the staffroom please ensure the guidance
above is followed.

Only one person to be in the kitchen area in the
main staffroom
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Office Area
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Infecting people who are in
close vicinity. Persons
contracting COVID-19
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Visitors/ contractors
attending site.
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Only 1 additional person in office area at a time.
Strict one person in the corridor waiting to go
into the office at a time. (Communicated via
signage outside the door)
Parents informed the office is closed and ring or
send message instead via email and Parentmail if
possible. (On parent information letter).
Pupils must not be sent to Office with messages

Other circulation areas:

Staff / visitors and pupils asked to adhere to
social distancing and direction control measures
which have been implemented. (Facilitated by
carpet markings / signs)

Teaching staff to vacate site no later than 45
mins after children leave to enable effective
cleaning and prevent gathering,


When moving around the premises (pupils), with
exception of going to toilet which will be done on
a strict one at a time only basis, staff must
accompany children to ensure they do not
accidentally come into contact with persons
from other ‘bubbles’.

Further Control Measures:

Monitor and review.
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Control Measures:
 Disinfection of all water systems to occur
before the school re-opens facilitated by
the Administration team
 Dishwasher run to ensure no standing water in
system.
 Assurance samples to be taken to confirm
disinfection successful.
 Ongoing monthly water temp
monitoring by site
teams/contractor.
 Ongoing weekly flushing to continue
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications
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Infecting people who are in
close vicinity water serviced
appliances

Probability

Legionella in water
systems
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/managing- school-premises-during-thecoronavirus- outbreak?utm_source=dc73fcc5e81c-4011-a4e939fe8863e879&utm_medium=email&utm_camp
aign=govuknotifications&utm_content=immediate
Further Control Measures:

Monitor and review.
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Severity

Control Measures:

FRA and procedures reviewed / updated by
Headteacher, Site Managers and Health, Safety
and Facilities Manager to include:

The use of door wedges will be permitted to
prevent multiple door handle contact. Staff must
remove door wedges in the event of the fire
alarm sounding.

Children to assemble on socially distanced area
of the school field

In the event of the fire alarm sounding, the need
to evacuate via the nearest exit will supersede
any one way system in operation.

5
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Staff, children and visitors –
Death, injury from burns and
smoke inhalation.

Probability

Fire safety
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Severity

Note: Ensure staff know evacuation route and
share this with pupils as may be
teaching/learning in alternative room to normal.

Injury or ill- health to all
building users
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Control Measures:
 Site Manager statutory and routine checks has
been checked before the school opens and
outstanding
issues
discussed
with
Headteacher.
 Routine continuation of testing is maintained and
recorded

Probability

Statutory maintenance
not being carried
out/up to date

Probability

Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
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Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
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Severity

Control Measures:

Job requests for works within classrooms will
occur outside of the school day unless urgent. If
urgent work is required within a room then the
room should be vacated to allow a temp repair if
possible. Site team to adhere to social distancing
whilst conducting their routine and reactive
work.

Site manager to ensure contractors adhere to
social
distancing
measures
and
their
H&S/Covid19 RAMS.
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Further Control Measure:
Monitor and review.

Severity
Infecting people who are in
close vicinity. Persons
contracting COVID-19
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0

Maintenance works by
in- house site staff

All fans fixed and portable to be switched off
and not used as this could spread the virus
Ventilate all areas throughout school via
opening doors / windows and do not use area
if a safe working temperature cannot be
obtained.

1

Severity

Control Measures:
Probability

Possible risk of spreading
Covid19
Probability

Portable and fixed point
Fans and fan dryers in
toilets
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Severity

Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
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Cleaning hours are reviewed in light of
guidance and increased if required to
ensure sufficient and that standards can be
met.
Clear cut off times for teaching staff in order
that building is vacated for cleaning (45
mins after last child leaves). Cleaning will
take place from 3:45pm each day or prior to
the start of the school day.

5
Probability

COVID-19 through unclean
surfaces/environment.
Probability

Cleaning standards
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High contact areas that children and staff
are touching, (such desks, backs of chairs,
doors, sinks, toilets, light switches) are to be
sanitised more regularly than normal
(Cleaning to take place during the day - 9:30
– 2:30 daily). Staff members to change
gloves and wash their hands regularly



All bins to have lids and bins are to be
emptied once during the school day by a
staff member of the bubble



Items in classrooms limited and hard to
sanitise items removed as far as possible.



Appropriate anti-viral sanitiser product
used for cleaning.



All classrooms supplied with multi-purpose
cleaner and disposable paper roll for wipedown during the day.



Staffroom and staff toilets supplied with
anti- bacterial/viral wipes for cleaning after
use.
Spillages of bodily fluids, e.g. respiratory
and nasal discharges, are cleaned up
immediately, using appropriate PPE (Apron
& gloves as a minimum) unless from a
person showing COVID symptoms (Apron,
gloves and face mask). Hands must be
washed after cleaning, and then sanitised.
Posters are displayed throughout the school
reminding staff and children to wash their
hands regularly, including before arrival at
the setting, before and after eating, and after
sneezing or coughing.
Children are regularly reminded not to touch
their mouth, eyes and nose. Children learn
and practise good hygiene (including
handwashing and coughing or sneezing into
their elbow or into a tissue) taught through





















games, songs and repetition.
Additional alcohol-based sanitiser (that
contains no less than 60 percent alcohol) is
provided at key entry / exit points to the
building (each member of staff to have with
personal hand sanitiser)
Sufficient amounts of soap (not bar soap) or
hand sanitiser where applicable, clean
water, paper towels and waste disposal bins
are supplied in all toilets and sink areas.
Air hand dryers are to be switched off to
avoid potential air circulation of virus.
Learning environments are well ventilated
using
natural
ventilation
(opening
windows).
Prop doors open, where safe to do so
(bearing in mind safeguarding), to limit use
of door handles and aid ventilation.
Child groups kept apart as much as possible
Headteacher to monitor the cleaning
standards of school and discuss any
additional measures required with regards
to managing the spread of coronavirus. Staff
to report and concerns in relation to
standard of cleaning to Headteacher or
Deputy Headteacher.

Where possible staff to use their own
utensils from home any staff crockery must
be cleaned by the user immediately after
use, using hot water and fairy liquid. They
must not be left on the side / in the sinks.

Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review
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Control Measures:

All staff briefed so they are aware of all
relevant amendments to policies and
procedures including, but not limited to, the
following:
oHealth and Safety Policy
oCritical Incident Policy
oFirst Aid Policy
oFire Policy
oBehaviour Policy

All staff have regard to all relevant guidance
and legislation including, but not limited to,
the following:
oThe Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
(RIDDOR) 2013
oThe Health Protection (Notification)
Regulations 2010
oPublic Health England (PHE) (2017)
‘Health protection in Schools and
other childcare facilities’
oDfE and PHE (2020) ‘COVID-19:
guidance for educational settings’

Relevant staff receive training to help
minimise the spread of infection:
coronavirus training; infection control.

First-Aider ratios maintained at all times.

The school keeps up-to-date with advice
issued by, but not limited to, the following:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publicati
ons/actions-for-schools-during-thecoronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-fullopening-schools

Staff are made aware of the school’s
infection control procedures in relation to
coronavirus via email. (Circulation of RA &
staff briefing on this; signed record to say
shared and understood).

Parents are made aware of the school’s

5
Probability

School could lapse/fail to
follow the newest national
guidelines and advice on
COVID-19.

Probability

Awareness of policies
and procedures
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infection control
procedures in relation to coronavirus via letter
and via publication of RA in website – they are
informed that they must contact the school as
soon as possible if they believe their child has
been exposed to coronavirus.

Children are made aware of the school’s
infection control procedures in relation to
coronavirus in an age-appropriate manner
via a school Zoom assembly and are informed
that they must tell a member of staff if they
begin to feel unwell.

The GDPR Policy to be followed at all times
– this includes withholding the names of
staff and children with either confirmed or
suspected cases of coronavirus.
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Handwashing:

Posters are displayed throughout the school
reminding children to wash their hands, e.g.
before entering and leaving the school.

On entry into school, children must use
sanitisation equipment to clean their hands.
(Alcohol-based sanitiser that contains no
less than 60 percent alcohol)

Children wash their hands with soap before and
after break times, lunchtimes and other times as
designated by the Headteacher (prior to PE /
after PE) for no less than 20 seconds.

Infection control procedures are adhered to
as much as possible in accordance with the
DfE and PHE:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections
/coronavirus- covid-19-list-ofguidance#infection-prevention-and-control

Sufficient amounts of soap (or hand sanitiser
where applicable), clean water, paper towels

5
Probability

COVID-19 precautions are
not followed within the
school environment,
leading to potential spread
or outbreak

Probability

Infection Control


Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review
Control Measures:
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and pedal top waste disposal bins are
supplied in all toilets and sink areas.
Bar soap is not to be used.
Children are supervised by staff when washing
their hands to ensure it is done correctly,
(where necessary, according to pupil age /
stage of development).
Children will be grouped into 4 bubbles
(EYFS, KS1, Lower KS2, Upper KS2) and will
not mix with children from other bubbles.

Use of communal spaces around school:
• Assemblies to happen via zoom video link.
Children are only to use the hall in their
bubble. Children to remain in bubbles so
whole school assemblies are not permitted.
• Children can use the hall in their bubbles.
• Play times and lunch times to be staggered
so bubbles do not mix.
Break times
LKS2- 10:00-10:15
KS1- 10:15-10:30
UKS2- 10:30-10:45
All children to make use of field when
accessible and access their outdoor provision.
• Lunch times – EYFS children to eat in their
classrooms. Other bubbles to eat in the hall and
access the playground at staggered times.
• PE lessons will only take place outdoors to
control possible spread of the infection.

Use of equipment and resources:
 External Music and Singing lessons not
purchased for the coming term to avoid
spread of infection. Singing and music
activities to take place outdoors where
possible within bubbles.
 Children and staff should have their own
pencil and pen. Other resources can be
shared within a bubble.
 Classroom based resources to be cleaned

regularly along with frequently touched
surfaces.
 Resources shared between bubbles should be
cleaned frequently between uses or rotated
to allow the items to be left unused or out of
reach for a period of 48 hours (72 for
plastics) between uses.
 Each bubble to have their own set of
playground and PE equipment. This is for use
by only this group of children but frequently
touched resources will need to be cleaned.
Arrival and exit times
 EYFS children to enter and leave school via the
black gates at the front of the building.
 All other children will enter school via the gate
on the playground. Staff will be available to
receive the children and ensure a safe entry
to school. Children should gather/ line up
in their year groups once on the
playground.
 Children will leave school via the gate on the
playground remaining in their year groups
and not mixing with other bubbles. Parents
should stand at the designated spot for
their child’s class.
Other measures:
 Class teachers to be provided with antibacterial wipes or suitable cleaning product
and disposable cloth to wipe down classroom
surfaces.
 If children or staff arrive at school with face
coverings on arrival they must dispose of
temporary face coverings in a covered bin or
place reusable face coverings in a plastic bag
to take home with them and wash their
hands.
 Where doors cannot be wedged open door
handles will be cleaned after entry and
exit.
 Children do not share cutlery, cups or food.
 Implement a “clean hands before use” rule

within school for IT equipment: wipe down
keyboards, touchscreens and any other shared
IT/tech equipment with a damp kitchen roll
which has been sprayed with sanitiser or use
an anti- bacterial wipe (Do not directly spray
onto IT equipment).
 Cleaner is employed by the school to carry out
daily, thorough cleaning that follows
national guidance and is compliant with the
Health and Safety Policy. Ensure cleaning
hours are enough for cleaning requirements
to be met.
 Teaching staff to vacate the building 45 mins
after children leave to enable effective
cleaning and social distancing by cleaning
staff.
 Teaching staff to ensure clear away paper
and clutter to facilitate effective cleaning at
the end of each day.
Class bin to be emptied once during the school day by
staff
Further Control Measures:

Monitor and review.
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Control Measures:
Control Measures:

Children to have access to remote learning from
home. Work sent home agreed between
headteacher, curriculum lead and class teacher.
Parents will be sent work electronically as during
Summer Term.

Remote learning may need to be accessed by
individuals or bubbles who have to isolate
because they are following government guidance.

Paper copies will be sent home if needed. Work
not expected to be given to school to avoid
contamination.

Class teacher to make contact with the parents/
child about their home learning if off school for
14 days.

5
Probability

Future prospects are
hindered due to missed
learning opportunities

Probability

Children miss teaching
contact time if they
develop symptoms and
have to follow
government guidance
or if a class bubble
needs to isolate due to a
positive test results.
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Work sent home will mirror as far as possible
what the child would be doing in school.




The school adheres to the DfE Guidance:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirusoutbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools



The SENDCo to liaise with the relevant
organisations to ensure adequate provision
is in place for children e.g. SEND pupils
The school manages the use of parents’ and
children’ contact details in line with current
policies, e.g. collecting emails to send work to
children, telephone numbers for weekly check
ins for those not on site, etc.
The Headteacher works with teaching staff to
ensure education can continue to be delivered
to all children in families where a positive
COVID test has been returned, ensuring all
children have access to work and the
necessary equipment at home (providing
printed packs if required).
Ensure curriculum in school reflects PSED needs
– providing pupils with a chance to
talk/share/offload their worries in a supportive
way which allows them to move on as we
recognise the potential need to get them
emotionally ready to learn at school once more.







Miscommunication or no
communication leads to:


increase in
transmission of COVID
19

low staff morale
reduction in pupil numbers
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Communication
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Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review

Senior staff will communicate with
any information regarding reopening,
e.g. dates and arrangements.

Parents are informed via Parentmail messaging
and social media about the relevant
information regarding reopening the school,
including pick-up and drop-off arrangements,
social distancing measures, how lessons will be
delivered and changes of staffing.
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Increased risk of children
being exposed to the five
types of abuse:
 Emotional abuse.
 Emotional neglect.
 Physical neglect.
 Physical abuse.
 Sexual abuse.

5
Probability

Safeguarding
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Staff are informed via email and Zoom about the
relevant information regarding reopening,
including any changes to the workday,
e.g. staggered lunchtimes/playtimes and social
distancing.
Staff are informed of who they can turn to for
support / with concerns, ensuring they
understand there are several avenues they can
follow, e.g. line manager, other senior staff and
colleagues
All staff, children and volunteers are made
aware of the symptoms of coronavirus,
what to do if they display symptoms, and if
others display symptoms.
The Headteacher informs staff and the GB
about the arrangements for meetings that
would ordinarily take place in person, e.g.
SLT, GB, etc and how these will be carried out
in line with social distancing guidance when
the school reopens.

Further Control Measures:

Monitor and review.
Control Measures:

The DSLs & LSI liaise with the necessary
personnel and parents to manage and address
any new and ongoing safeguarding concerns
relating to the temporary closure and/or school
reopening, e.g. ongoing bullying,

The DSLs & LSI ensures that adequate pastoral
care is in place to support children and staff
who require it.

The DSLs ensures the relevant staff have the
appropriate training to support children and
staff who require pastoral care. Note: All
members of classroom based support staff are to
complete ACES training (Adverse childhood
experience support) & Early childhood trauma)
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Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
Control Measures:
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Headteacher considers requests made by staff
who wish to make temporary changes to their
working environment or working hours in the
interest of health and safety. If required, staff
can adjust their working hours, if agreed by the
Headteacher / HR. However, it should be noted
that those that do not fall into the above
categories have no right to paid leave.
Headteacher ensures that the school
can be adequately and safely staffed
when it reopens.

5
Probability

Reputational Risk to the
School
Probability

Community wellbeing

& Attachment in EarlyYears training prior to
the re-opening of school site.
Staff and pupil bereavement are managed in line
with procedures.
The Headteacher will liaise with the
Attendance Officer about procedures regarding
attendance
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Mixing of Persons on site
who might be infected but
not be showing symptoms.

5
4

The Headteacher and the SENCO identify
children with additional needs and put
provision in place to ensure their needs are
adequately and safely met, e.g. the relevant staff
are available.

The Headteacher and DSL ensure provision
is in place to help protect wellbeing and
mental health, and ensure all staff and
children have access to support when the
school reopens.

Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
Control Measures:
Children to be placed into year group ‘bubbles’
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with own staff teams. Bubbles: EYFS, KS1, LKS2,
UKS2. Staff can move between bubbles if it is
deemed necessary.
Playtimes to be staggered to avoid contact with
children outside of bubble
School ‘zoned’ to minimise chance of children
‘bubbles’ meeting whilst on school site.
Clear visible markings around school to ensure
that persons collecting children / dropping off
children follow a one way, ‘bubble segregated’
route and promote social distancing whilst
waiting for pupils at collection time. Separate
spaces
Parents encouraged to practise social distancing
at drop off and collection times. Markers
available near the playground to show where
each year group’s parents/ carers should wait.
No parents will be invited to bring their children
into the classroom. Parents can only come into
school by appointment.
Children will allowed to toilet in line with social
distancing protocols within their given bubbles
to avoid potential accidental contact.
Social distancing promoted throughout building
via use of markers on ground and clear signage
(internal and external)
Breakfast and after school clubs will not run for
the first few weeks as they are unable to be
maintained without children and staff from
different ‘bubbles’ mixing. This will be reviewed
with a possibility of them commencing the WB
21st September 2020
If a child requires first aid, this will be
administered by the staff wearing appropriate
PPE (in the case of a minor injury). Staff can now
move between bubbles but this will be kept to a
minimum.

Further Control Measures:
 Monitor and review.

Consider one-way system around site as
required
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Control Measures:
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All parents / staff requested to use private as
opposed to public transport wherever possible.
Where public transport cannot be avoided,
discuss with individuals / or in the case of
pupils, their, the risks associated with public
transport and in the case of pupils whether
attendance is necessary.
In the case of pupils:
•
If parents choose to send their child on
school transport (public service bus),
discuss use of face masks as per
government recommendations.
•
Ensure disposable face masks are disposed
of appropriately upon entry to school site.
Children must remove mask, not touch
mouth, nose eyes; mask must be disposed
of in lidded bin; children must wash hands
thoroughly
Children who have to travel on service bus
facility are to be issued with face masks and
trained in how to use them. (2 facemasks issued
daily by their classroom staff to facilitate
journey home and back).
Children using dedicated school transport do
not have to apply social distancing measures.
Children to be sat in their bubbles on the bus as
far as possible.
Children need to sanitise their hands when
getting on and off the bus/ transport.
In the case of staff:
If staff are unable to get to work by any
other means, consider whether they need to
be allocated a home working role. If this is
not possible: Discuss use of face masks as
per government recommendations.
Ensure disposable face masks are disposed of
appropriately upon entry to school site and as
for all children they must wash their hands.

Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
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Mixing of persons who might
be infected in a confined
space. Persons contracting
COVID-19

Probability

Public / school
transport
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Control measures:

Daily checks will be made with:•
Government websites
https://www.gov.uk/government/publicatio
ns/covid-19-school-closures/guidance-forschools-about-temporarily-closing or LCC
website

Any changes in national/LCC advice and
guidance to be shared with the Headteacher
/ Directors etc. for appropriate action.
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School could lapse/fail to
follow the newest national
and/or LCC guidelines and
advice on COVID-19.

Probability

Non- compliance to
latest guidelines in
relation to COVID.
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Staff, Parents and pupils to be updated in a timely
manner, using email, letters, Zoom etc. as
necessary/appropriate.
Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
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Students at increased risk
of developing COVID-19 if
in dining hall (social
distancing unable to be
maintained in small space)
and from sharing of
equipment.
Potential hunger if not
accessing FSM.
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Staff to be alert to potential cases of food poverty
during weekly calls home and notify DSL if
concerned in order that families can be signposted
to local foodbanks if required.
Lunch time routines:

EYFS children to eat in their classrooms.

Other bubbles to eat in the hall and use the
playground on a rota. Tables in hall to be
cleaned between uses.
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Control measures:

5
Probability

Catering

15

Control measures:

Items bought in to/taken home from school to
be kept to a minimum (necessities only).

Parents advised to wash uniform daily (full
uniform is expected )

In EYFS and KS1 children will change their
footwear only. This will be reviewed after
week 3 of the Autumn term.
Further Control Measures:
Monitor and review.
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Pupils / staff at increased
risk of developing COVID-19
Probability

Pupils accidentally
transmitting virus on
items bought into
school / taken home
from school.
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Control Measures:
Where it is not possible to maintain a 2-metre
or more distance away from an individual
when providing first aid, intimate care or
administering medication ensure the following
PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) is used:

disposable gloves

disposable plastic apron

eye protection (E.g. visor or goggles) if
there is a risk of droplets

resuscitation face shield if the
decision is made to perform mouth to
mouth CPR.




5
Probability

Students/staff at increased
risk of developing COVID-19
from being unable to
maintain social distancing.

Probability

FIRST AID

Parents encouraged to provide children with
foods they can open themselves to limit the
amount of contact needed at lunch times.
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All staff are to clean their hands thoroughly
with soap and water or alcohol sanitiser
before putting on and after removing PPE.
Government produced easy to follow
information posters on putting on and
removing PPE - Guidance on putting on and
taking off PPE are displayed in staff rooms,
rooms identified for dealing with suspected
cases of Covid-19 and First Aid rooms.
Appropriate PPE procedures are covered
during pre-opening briefing for all staff.
Paediatric first aid member of staff to be
available for EYFS children at all times.

From Gov guidance - System of controls
This is the set of actions schools must take. They are grouped into ‘prevention’ and ‘response to any infection’ and are outlined in more detail in the sections below.
Prevention:

5

1) minimise contact with individuals who are unwell by ensuring that those who have coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms, or who have someone in their household
who does, do not attend school
2) clean hands thoroughly more often than usual
3) ensure good respiratory hygiene by promoting the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach
4) introduce enhanced cleaning, including cleaning frequently touched surfaces often, using standard products such as detergents and bleach

Areas to amend/add
 Stress no touching
 Forward facing desks
 All staff can operate across different classes
 Where possible teach from the front – minimise time in close contact min. 1metre
 Ok to pass briefly in corridor
 When staggering start / finish times mustn’t reduce teaching time
 Not to take temperatures of children on arrival
 Pupil masks – not in school – must remove on entry per guidance not touching eyes, nose mouth & dispose of then wash hands – by guardians if arriving with
them? otherwise this is the bus children only
 Resources – should have own pencil / pen
 Can wipe rulers & pencil sharpeners regularly; no rubbers ?
 Guidance says we can take books home / bring books (eg for marking)
 PPE not needed except for intimate care and first aid – staff should have option to wear visor to enable them to work more safely in close proximity to children
 School to receive supply of home testing kits…
 Don’t seek evidence of negative test before allowing pupils back
 2 or more confirmed cases = outbreak & local health team will advise
 Staff who are pregnant – think we need section on this – stating our risk assessment is that we can’t shield them sufficiently in classrooms and office settings
especially as JHo works with YR who cannot be expected to understand social distancing
 SEND – need to avoid closer contact for long periods – how long?
 ITT – do we take these, adds to burden of what can and can’t do
 DSLs & deputies – additional time daily for welfare concerns e.g. 30 minutes each to deal with MyConcerns reports?
 Ext provision – year group bubbles where possible? Not at present
 No contact games – needs emphasising to parents and children
 Curriculum – broad and ambitious & create time to cover key missed content (using PiXL to assess some gaps)
 Aim for normal curric by summer 2021 and RHE by summer 2021
 Priorities now are prime areas for EYFS, gaps in language, early reading and maths, acquisition of phonics knowledge and vocab for YR












KS1 and 2 – identify gaps & re-establish good progress phonics, reading, increase vocab, writing and maths
focus on reading widely to develop knowledge and vocab
Music – no singing in large groups (max 15? ) indoors (and no shared wind instruments)
Singing outdoors, side by side or back to back
PE clean equipment after use; no contact sports; organise PE equipment for separate groups
Need outdoor PE timetable - no indoor PE due to increased breathing rates
Wellbeing – focused pastoral support, rebuild friendships, develop social engagement; respond to issues linked to COVID19
Behaviour – support with reintegration to school routines, expectations and reengagement in learning; anxiety and welfare issues
If local outbreaks – resume to remote education swiftly – (it may be just one year group affected ) curriculum sequence, high quality resources, meaningful and
ambitious work each day with contact from teacher
KW & vulnerable would be in school as before

Arrival arrangements:
2nd Sept. YR gate into YR play area 9am
Y6 main entrance gate 8:30 – 8:35
3rd Sept as above YR 8:30 – 8:35
YN main entrance gate 8:30 – 8:35
Y1 and Y2 car park entrance 8:30 – 8:35
4th Sept as above plus
Y3, 4, 5 car park entrance 8:30 – 8:35
Home time YR and YN 2:40 front gates
Y1 to Y6 all to playground for dismissal to parents
Query: are reception children staying all day on 2nd?
Playtimes
10am to 10:15 Y3/Y4
10:15 to 10:30 Y1 / Y2
10:30 to 10:45 Y5 / Y6
YR and YN use own outside spaces

Good afternoon,
Here are the notes I made from the meeting on Friday:
- Entry between 8:30 and 8:35. YN and Y6 enter through Main Gate and go into classrooms. YN will need to be met by staff at the gate and taken down.
YR enter through the gate to YR Outdoor Area and met by staff and taken into classroom.
The rest of classes enter through Playground Gate and line up on the Playground with Class Teachers. A whistle goes at 8:35 and CTs lead them to classrooms.
- Breaktimes:
YN/YR - Taken in Outdoor Areas and then can use Playground around other classes if/where possible/needed.
Y1/Y2 - 10-10:15
Y3/Y4 - 9:45 - 10
Y5/Y6 - 10:15 - 10:30
- We still need to decide on lunch time arrangements. But decided that YN and YR would eat in classrooms and them rest in the hall in their mixed year
bubbles.
Parents to be advised that if their child has a packed lunch then items should be easy for them to open themselves to minimise touching by an adult.
We discussed possibly not starting hot dinners until the 1st full week back but this needs finalising after discussions with Ideal Meals.
- PE - Will be outdoors. JHo to do the timetable. Parents to be reminded that their child will need trainers and a full jogging suit in school at all times as well as
shorts and t - shirt.
- Pixl - Assess pupils from the first full week.
- No swimming for the foreseeable future.
- Home time:
YN/YR - 2:40 at the front of school. YN through Main Gate and YR through YR Outdoor Area.
The rest at 2:45 via Car Park gate with DD (DO or Admin Staff in his absence) to open and oversee.
- No Extended Provision
- We need to purchase more lidded bins and an aerosol disinfectant spray eg: Dettol or Fabulaosa.
- Contact needs to be made with Ideal Meals and both Bus Companies to finalise arrangements.
- Desks/Seating - Children to face forwards where possible - after discussion it looks at though this will be in Y4 - Y6 only as EYFS and KS1 will work in groups
and Y3 hasn't got the space to allow this.

- One way system around school - children and staff to walk on the left.
Other bits I jotted down to ammend/think about in the Risk Assessment:
- Where will our Isolation Area be if a child is ill/displays symptoms? As now the Break Out room downstairs is being used for Y4 pegs...
- Visitors on site - Kept to a minimum rather than not at all as SEN meetings are scheduled now and SEN visitors will be coming into school. I have a few dates
in my diary already!
- Staff breaks - need to consider staggering these and having areas for them to take a break in rather than just the staff room.
- Soft furnishings - Are we removing all of them or are we going to spray daily with the disinfectant aerosol spray?
Consider extra spaces for hand washing - can KS1 children reach their classroom sinks? Steps may be needed. Y4 to use Break Out Room downstairs as extra,
YN, YR, Y3 and Y6 have sinks in classroom they can use. Y5 to use Wet Area sinks?
- Shared resources - laptops, intervention/break out rooms - where do we stand with these? Go ahead and clean afterwards? In class each child to have own
named pencil but share the rest and clean afterwards eg: pencil crayons, maths manipulatives or don't need to clean as they're in the same bubble?
- ACEs training - Some staff still haven't completed this (or haven't told me they have) - I have a list!
- We must ensure that SEN outcomes on EHCPs are met
- First Aid needs - epi pen, insulin, asthma etc - do we need to update individual medical plans and/or our policy in light of COVID?

